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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 10 
Sunday 2nd October 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

With a glorious day in prospect, we couldn’t wait to get started! Track lay-out was the same as the 
last Meeting - clockwise direction, with the ‘cross-over’ feature incorporated - so it was going to be 
interesting to see how times compared. Someone had obviously been round twisting arms, etc. as a 
full heat of Short-Course 1/10th Electric Trucks were raring to go!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Immediately after the briefing, Ben Hubbard (BRCA East of England Regional Rep’) presented a 
trophy to MERCC for gaining the most points in winning the Regional Inter-Club Championship. 
Congratulations to all those club members who raced in the Regionals and, through their efforts, won 
the trophy for us. 
Willing volunteers designed a great track, to run clockwise, which incorporated all the fixed features 
plus the new ‘cross-over bridge’. Practice soon verified that this was fine and the Nitro ‘hair-dryers’ 
performed their usual function in drying out the surface and flattening the worm-casts! 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

Nitro Finals  

‘A’ Nitro Danny Conway Anthony French     Kristian Gibbs   

‘B’ Nitro Craig Horn                 Andrew Brown       Jai Jhita           

Electric Finals 

2wd Electric Tony Price                   Michael Spindley     Jamie Lee                

1/10th SCT Michael Spindley      Lee Harris                Danny Conway        

4wd Electric Lee Harris                  David Brazington  Michael Spindley    
 

FTQ Nitros Anthony French       12/382.38 (Round 4)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Tony Price                       8/307.53 (Round 2)  

FTQ SCT Michael Spindley         9/307.55 (Round 3) 

FTQ 4wd Electric John Myall                     9/307.76 (Round 4)  
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By start-time the overnight dew that had settled on the track had largely disappeared as a result of the 
hair-drying effect of the Nitros in practice so the decision was made to send the Electrics out first 
which also meant that the neighbours could have a few minutes extra lie-in!  
First off were the 2wds and William Innocent won by 16 seconds setting the pace with 8 laps. Lee 
Harris headed the two heats of 4wd Electrics with 9 laps, 1 lap ahead of everyone else. The first of 
these 4wd heats had to be stopped (and then re-started) just before halfway through when a Marshal 
had a bad fall and injured his knee - hope you are on the mend, Ross!  The two Nitro heats were up 
next, with Danny Conway leading a group of four drivers on 11 laps. The Short-Course Trucks 
completed the Round, with a full and colourful heat. Michael Spindley and Tony Price both managed 
9 laps, with Michael winning by 26 seconds. Interestingly, Michael was 3 seconds faster than Lee’s 
4wd time!  
In Round 2, Tony Price knocked 8 seconds off Williams time in the 2wd Electric heat to take TQ 
spot, while Lee Harris retained 4wd Electric TQ with his Round 1 time. Things really started hotting 
up on the Nitro front, with Anthony French storming round to take TQ with 12 laps - the only driver 
to do so. Michael Spindley improved by 1 second to retain TQ in the Trucks, with Lee Harris 4 
seconds behind - both on 9 laps. 
Tony Price held onto 2wd Electric TQ in Round 3 on his 2nd Round time, staying 8 seconds ahead of 
William, with Michael Spindley and Jamie Lee the only other drivers also on 8 laps. Owing to car 
problems, the 4wd Electrics had to be condensed into one heat and Lee Harris improved by 19/100 
second to hold onto TQ! His nearest rival was John Myall, 2 seconds behind. Of the Nitros, Kristian 
Gibbs had a great race to finish fastest in this Round but nobody was able to achieve 12 laps. 
Anthony didn’t have a good race, but his 2nd Round time kept him on top. In the Trucks heat, 7 
drivers improved their times, with Michael Spindley improving by 1 second to retain TQ and 6 
drivers managed 9 laps! 
The dust had been flying since the start of Round 2, so Round 4 promised some exciting racing! In 
the 2wd Electrics only one driver improved but this didn’t affect the position of the top 4, with Tony 
Price destined to be on Pole in the final. John Myall improved by 8 seconds to topple Lee Harris off 
TQ position in the 4wd Electrics. The Nitro heats saw some blistering racing, with 5 drivers 
improving! Anthony French was having a great day and knocked 5 seconds off his previous best to 
retain TQ, while Steve Biscoe improved by a lap to be the only other driver on 12 laps! In the Trucks 
5 drivers improved, with Lee Harris knocking another second off his time to finish 2 seconds behind 
Michael in the listing! 
The Finals were eagerly awaited! The first Final off was the 2wd Electrics and Pole-Man Tony Price 
wasted no time in establishing a good lead to win by 7 seconds from Michael Spindley. In the 4wd 
Electric Final there were 4 non-starters, and Lee Harris (2nd on the grid) produced a convincing win 
by a lap from David Brazington. David wasn’t too disappointed as he beat Michael by 2 seconds 
(gloat, gloat!)!  

Race Report (Continued) 
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The track was drying out nicely after the rain had stopped and even Paul Lee still classified the 
surface as ‘mildly moist’ just before the Finals started. It was decided to run the Electrics first and 
then leave the Nitros to battle with the elements if necessary, especially as their Finals would run for 
10 minutes! No, not being selfish - just plain common sense! 
The Nitro ‘B’ Final was won by Craig Horn (on Pole) who led from start to finish. Unfortunately this 
Final had to be run for 6 minutes instead of 10minutes owing to a ‘glitch’ in the system (could it have 
had anything to do with the Japanese faxes that had been coming through on the printer during the 
day?!!). 
The ‘A’ Nitro, however, ran for the full 10 minutes with all drivers absolutely determined to be in the 
frame. This was a fantastic race which ultimately produced victory, and revenge, for Danny Conway 
on 19 laps. With very consistent driving Danny finished a lap ahead of Anthony, with Kristian Gibbs 
coming in a very creditable 3rd.  
The SCT’s completed the Finals, with Michael Spindley winning by 5 seconds from Lee Harris and 
Danny in 3rd place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To sum up, it was a great days racing in warm sunny weather - typical of Braxted, of course! It was 
nice to see a ‘new’ class racing at Braxted, i.e. the Short Course Trucks, and I hope this will continue.  
 
Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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